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New Traditional
DINING TABLE (779-306)
Want to increase seating space at this remarkable table? Spin the (almost) round top and the six Cerejeira
crotch veneers glide apart and outward, making room for six random-match Cerejeira veneered extensions.
The pedestal rests on a concave-sided square base, which in turn rests on four cool, chrome-finished feet.
Available in Group 1 and Group 2 finishes.

DIMENSIONS
OUTSIDE

Apron Height: 26 sq.ft.

volume= 85 cft

width= 60 in

weight= 518 lb

depth=60 in

WOOD
Maple solids and Cerejeira
Crotch veneer

height=30.25 in

RETAILERS
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FINISHES

Recommended Finishes for this Item
(Click here for a full list of our custom finishes)

Group A

Black

Burnt Sienna
Sable

Cordovan

Emperor

Mahogany

Amber
Espresso

Group B

Georgian
Toffee

High Gloss Enamel Finishes (not available on some items)

Meadow

Cloud

Jet

Sky

Crimson

The
icon when present indicates this finish is available with our Hand Waxing Option.
Hand Waxing brings out the luster in fine wood finishes. A skilled artisan applies a special formulation of wax and rubs it
to a high sheen. The formula, which contains beeswax and carnauba, produces a long-lasting shine which brings out the
depth of complex multi-step finishes.

The
icon when present indicates this finish is available with our Leafing and Dry Brushing Options.
Leafing - Thin foil sheets of silver or gold leaf are applied by hand to accent design details such as carvings and mouldings.
They are worn through and burnished to a fine patina to simulate aging.
Dry Brushing - A gold or silver paint is made by combining a mixture of gold or silver powder to a clear glaze or gloss
lacquer. The brush is dipped in the mixture, then is brushed on an absorbent surface until it is nearly dry. Only then is it
applied to furniture. As a result, it is more subtle than leafing.

ADDITIONAL VIEWS
No Additional Views Available
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